Welcome to the Pre-Nationals Concert of the Knox Symphonic Wind Ensemble. This event is being held on 30th March 2011 at the Francis Music Centre Auditorium.

It is our privilege to showcase the music talent and hard work of the Knox Symphonic Wind Ensemble (SWE). SWE has been preparing extensively to perform in the 2011 Australian National Band Championships. To celebrate this significant achievement, we are thrilled to present you with this musical performance recorded live on 30th March 2011.

Knox SWE is the result of a unique ensemble, developed in the Knox Grammar School, Sydney, Australia. Comprising of seventy musicians, SWE represents the ability and potential of young Knox Musicians within the Knox Grammar School. It is dedicated to providing outstanding grounding in the performance wind orchestra repertoire.

The Knox SWE performs all important Knox Grammar School functions and incursions, and their music stands are well renowned for being of high quality. Knox SWE is the Knox Symphonic Wind Ensemble, an invaluable asset to the Knox Grammar School.

The Knox SWE is an ensemble designed to provide students with a platform to develop their musicianship and musicality through quality ensemble. The Knox SWE has been building a reputation for its high-quality performances, which can be experienced through this concert.

The Knox SWE is a highly valued part of the Knox Grammar School, and we are grateful for the support of our sponsors. Thank you for sharing your time with the Knox Grammar School. Symphonic Wind Ensemble.